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ABSTRACT: One of the most challenging issues in developing super-
capacitor technology is the rational design and synthesis of active electrode
materials, at the nanoscale, with favorable morphologies, reasonable porous
structure, and excellent conductivity. By transforming a two-dimensional
(2D) graphene sheet into a crumpled ball shape, a novel three-dimensional
(3D) graphene structure with a large surface area and aggregation-resistant
properties has been proposed as an active material in supercapacitors to
address the issues associated with the restacking of 2D graphene sheets. To
further improve the mass transport/electron transfer and address the issue
of limited contact spots between the crumpled graphene balls (CGBs) or
between the CGBs and the current collector, we report here a unique
hierarchical nanohybrid with porous carbon nanotube (CNT)-networks
decorated CGBs (p-CNTn/CGBs), which not only greatly improves the
affinity for bridging the active material and the current collector but also maintains favorable features for supercapacitor
applications, such as a large surface area, 3D hierarchical nanostructure, excellent electrical conductivity, and outstanding
aggregation-resistance. The performance established on the p-CNTn/CGBs far exceeded the bare CGB and reduced graphene
oxide (RGO) counterparts in terms of specific capacitance and rate capabilities.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Graphene, a two-dimensional (2D) carbon structure, is of great
interest for fundamental scientific research and practical
technological applications due to its prominent structural and
electrical properties.1−3 Because of its high electric conductivity,
large specific surface area, and excellent chemical/mechanical
stability,4−6 graphene has been widely studied as an electrode
material in supercapacitors, a type of energy storage device with
high capacitance and powder density, bridging the gap between
conventional capacitors and rechargeable batteries.7−14 Gra-
phene can be produced by various approaches,15−17 and
producing graphene through reduced graphene oxide (RGO)
is a promising route for developing commercial supercapacitors,
as it can be synthesized in large quantities by oxidizing
inexpensive graphite powders followed by reduction through a
variety of methods.18−21 However, due to the 2D nature of the
graphene sheet, graphene can easily restack to form lamellar
microstructures on the current collector during the electrode
fabrication process. The restacking of the graphene sheets may
greatly reduce the utilization of the electrode material and limit
the electron and mass transport at the interface of electrode,
which as a result leads to decreased capacitor performance.22

Crumpled graphene balls (CGB), a new type of carbon with a
crumpled sphere structure of the graphene sheet, have recently

been produced from aqueous graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets
by capillary force associated with rapid drying of the solvent and
physical deformation through an aerosolization process.23−30

This process could transfer the graphene from a 2D sheet to a 3D
crumpled structure, which has higher specific surface area than
the stacked 2D graphene sheets.23 Of more interest, the CGB
structure is rigid and can easily sustain its structure after being
immersed in an electrolyte solution and is remarkably
aggregation-resistant.23 Though the CGB structure contains a
lot of advantages, there is still a need to further improve its
efficiency in mass transport, electron transfer, and utilization. On
one hand, it is reasonable to predict that the contact spots
between the CGBs or between the CGBs and the current
collector, due to their crumpled ball shape, are limited when used
as the electrode material in a supercapacitor, because a
constriction/spreading resistance inevitably forms between the
two surfaces meeting at a limited number of contact spots for
charge transport.31 On the other hand, the mass transport, that is,
ions or electrolyte, at the interface of the electrode can be
impeded because of the tight stacking of CGBs. This is why
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CGB-based supercapacitors usually show low rate capabilities
with significant drops in capacitance under high discharge
currents.32

Taking these points into consideration, we herein report a
carbon nanotube (CNT)/CGB hybrid by direct growth of CNTs
on the CGB surface. Unlike previously reported CNT/graphene
hybrids,33−39 the present hybrid has a unique hierarchical
structure because the CGB surface is decorated with porous
CNT-networks (p-CNTn) and thus has a variety of advantages
for supercapacitor applications, as show in Figure 1. Above all, in
such a unique hierarchical hybrid structure, the out-stretched tips
of the CNTs offer multiple conducting channels to improve the
charge transfer between the CGBs and between the CGBs and
the current collector. In addition, the porous networks
constructed by the CNTs afford easy and quick channels for
mass (e.g., ion and electrolyte) transport. Moreover, the CGB
structure, benefiting from its rigidity, guarantees the stability of
the 3D hierachical structure. Based on systematic electro-
chemical testing, the p-CNTn/CGBs, in comparison with pure
CGB and RGO sheets, showed enhanced specific capacitance
(202.0 F/g at a current density of 0.325 A/g), significantly
improved rate capabilities (48−65% retention with more than
two-order increase in the discharge current density or scan rate),
and considerable energy density (2.72 Wh/kg) even at a high
current density of 65 A/g.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The p-CNTn/CGB hybrids were synthesized through a two-step
process, as shown in Figure 1a. In the first step, CGB/Fe3O4
nanocrystal hybrids were produced by our previously reported
one-pot ultrasonic nebulizer-based spray method.26,27 Specifi-
cally, the GO suspension with precursor ions (i.e., Fe3+) was
nebulized to generate aerosol droplets that flowed through a tube
furnace. Because the average size of the generated droplets was
on the order of micrometers, the solvents rapidly evaporated in
the tube furnace, leading to the shrinkage of the GO sheets and
the subsequent compression of the GO sheets into crumpled
balls with a submicrometer size. Simultaneously, Fe3O4 nano-
crystals grew from the precursor Fe3+ ions and deposited on both
external and internal surfaces of the CGBs during the solvent
evaporation and the GO crumpling process. In the second step,
CNTs were grown on the CGB surface through a chemical vapor

deposition (CVD) method with Fe as the catalyst. The typical
growth process included a reduction of the CGB/Fe3O4 hybrids
with H2 and a CVD growth of CNTs with C2H2 gas as the carbon
source.
The pure CGBs, the CGB/Fe3O4, and the p-CNTn/CGB

hybrids were characterized by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure
2). The pure CGBs were synthesized from a monolayer GO
suspension without precursor ions and generally have a near-
spherical shape with a 3D morphology from wrinkled and folded
graphene sheets, as shown in Figure 2a and d. From a previous
report,23 Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) specific surface area
of heated CGBs is around 587 m2/g, which is much larger than
the lamellar GO sheets and can retain its large specific surface
area after compression (255 m2/g) and solution processing (410
m2/g). Therefore, the 3D CGB structure is attractive for
supercapacitor electrodes due to its large specific surface area and
aggregation-resistant nature. By adding Fe3+ ions to the GO
suspension, CGB/Fe3O4 hybrids were produced, and SEM
images show that Fe3O4 nanocrystals were uniformly deposited
on the surface of the CGB structure (Figure 2b and e), indicating
the local growth of nanocrystals during the GO aerosolization
and crumpling process. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was conducted
to study the crystallographic structure of the CGB/Fe3O4 hybrid
(Supporting Information, Figure S2b), which shows a good
crystalline structure of Fe3O4 nanocrystals and a decreased
interlayer spacing of the CGBs (3.7 Å, 23°) compared with GO
(8.32 Å, 10.6°),40 indicating the CGB structure is formed by
crumpled RGO sheets.
The Fe3O4 nanocrystals were then reduced to iron nanocryst-

als and used as the catalyst for CVD growth of CNTs. The
successful creation of the p-CNTn/CGB hybrid structure was
evidenced by SEM and TEM images, as shown in Figure 2. With
a 3 min reduction of the CGB/Fe3O4 hybrids and a 1 min growth
of CNTs, the product CNTs had a diameter of 15-25 nm and a
length in the range of a few dozen to several hundred
nanometers. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images
show that the CNTs are multi-walled CNTs with 10−15 layers.
Based on the SEM and TEM images, the CNTs on the CGB
surface were found to be interconnected to form a porous
network with lots of CNT tips stretched out to CGBs, which is an
ideal structure to bridge the CGBs and the current collector.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the p-CNTn/CGB hybrid preparation method. (b) Schematic illustrations of electron transport between the flat
graphene, CGBs, and p-CNTn/CGB hybrids and current collector, respectively.
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After the active materials are compressed to the current collector,
it is believed that the CNT-networks will greatly increase the
contact spots between the CGBs and the current collector.
Notably, iron nanocrystals were found in the hybrids based on
the TEM images and could be removed by acid treatment after
the CNT growth. The good crystallinity of the CGB and CNT in
the p-CNTn/CGB hybrids were verified by Raman spectroscopy
(Supporting Information, Figure S2c), and the results show that
defects were presented in the hybrids because the CGB was
formed from the reduction and crumpling of GO and some
defects (sp3 carbon) were introduced into the CNTs during the
growth. The BET specific surface area of the p-CNTn/CGB
hybrids was tested (Supporting Information, Figure S2d). The p-
CNTn/CGB hybrids have a BET surface area of 260.0 m2/g with
a pore volume and average pore size of 0.28 cm3/g and 4.7 nm,
respectively. It should be noted that the BET surface area of the
p-CNTn/CGB hybrids is smaller than that of the CGBs (587

m2/g), because the hybrids are constructed by CGB and CNTs
with few residual iron nanocrystals.
CNTs on the CGB surface are favorable for supercapacitors

because the CNTs could work as both active materials and
conducting channels to improve the contact for charge transfer
between the CGBs and the current collector. As demonstrated in
Figure 1b, for flat graphene sheets and CGBs, there are a limited
number of contact spots at the contact interfaces among the
active materials and between the active materials and the current
collector. For these cases, electrons have to travel a long way to
reach, go through, and spread into the current collector during
the charge/discharge processes.41 The considerable constric-
tion/spreading resistance will certainly affect the capacitor
performance as a result of an obstructive electron transport,
especially when running at high discharge rates. In contrast, as
shown in Figure 1b, with CNT-networks bridging the active
materials and the current collector, the tips and sidewalls of the

Figure 2. SEM images of (a, d) CGBs, (b, e) CGB/Fe3O4 hybrids, and (c, f, g, h) p-CNTn/CGB hybrids. (i, j, m, n) TEM and high-resolution TEM
images of p-CNTn/CGB hybrids. The CNTs on the CGB surface have a diameter of 15−25 nm and a length in the range of few dozen to several
hundred nanometers. (k) Digital images of the bare Ni foam and Ni foam coated with active materials. (l) Digital images of the CGB/Fe3O4 and p-
CNTn/CGB powders.
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CNTs could provide numerous contact spots/pathways,
significantly facilitating the electron transport during charge/
discharge processes. To evaluate the performance of the p-
CNTn/CGB hybrids as electrode materials in a supercapacitor,
two-electrode symmetric coin cells were assembled with p-
CNTn/CGB hybrids, RGO sheets, and CGBs as active materials,
Ni foam as the current collector, and a 6 M KOH aqueous
solution as the electrolyte.

To understand the dielectric and transport properties of the
electrodes, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was
conducted for p-CNTn/CGB-, RGO-, and CGB-based cells.
Figure 3a shows the phase responses of the frequency for
different cells. Both RGO and CGB cells show a phase angle of
around −70° in low frequency, which is far below 90 deg,
suggesting a combination of capacitor and resistor characteristics.
In striking contrast to the RGO and CGB cells, the p-CNTn/
CGB cell presented a phase angle of nearly −85 degree with a

Figure 3. (a) Phase responses as a function of frequency of the p-CNTn/CGB, CGB, and RGO cells. (b) Nyquist plots of the p-CNTn/CGB, CGB, and
RGO cells, showing the imaginary part versus the real part of impedance. Inset shows the data at high-frequency ranges.

Figure 4. Double-layer electric capacitor performance of the p-CNTn/CGB, CGB, and RGO cells with a loading of 0.13, 0.12, and 0.22 mg/cm2,
respectively. Electrolyte: 6 M KOH aqueous solution. (a, b, and c) CVs of the p-CNTn/CGB, CGB, and RGO cells at different scan rates from 10 to
1000 mV/s, respectively. (d) CVs of different cells at a scan rate of 10 mV/s. (e) CVs of different cells at a scan rate of 1000 mV/s. (f) The dependences
of specific capacitances on potential scan rates of the p-CNTn/CGB, CGB, and RGO cells.
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significantly enlarged frequency range associate with a few times/
one order of magnitude higher knee frequency (the maximum
frequency at which the capacitive storage of electrical energy is
dominant), suggesting an excellent capacitive feature.42 Figure
3b shows the Nyquist plots for various symmetric cells in the
frequency range from 0.05 Hz to 500 000 Hz measured at
equilibrium open circuit potential (0 V) with 10 mV amplitude.
The Nyquist plot is almost a vertical line for the p-CNTn/CGB
cell, indicating a more facile electrolyte diffusion and ion
transport and nearly ideal capacitive behavior of the electric
double-layer capacitor. In addition, the p-CNTn/CGB cell,
different from the other two counterpart cells, almost shows a
negligible semicircle in the higher frequency region. The
negligible semicircle, which represents the frequency-dependent
ion diffusion resistance towards the electrode surface, further
demonstrates a relatively faster diffusion of ions or smaller
diffusion resistance at the interface of the p-CNTn/CGB
electrode.43 The equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the cells
can be estimated according to the x-intercept of theNyquist plots
(inset of Figure 3b). The p-CNTn/CGB-based cell possesses the
smallest ESR value among the three cells, confirming our
assumption that the decoration of p-CNTn on CGBs could
improve electrical conductivity.

The electrochemical capacitive properties of the cell were first
characterized by a cyclic voltammetry (CV) test. Parts a, b, and c
of Figure 4 show the CVs of p-CNTn/CGB-, CGB-, and RGO-
based supercapacitors at different scan rates from 10 to 1000
mV/s, respectively. For the p-CNTn/CGB cell, the CV basically
maintained its rectangular shape as the scan rate increased, which
is completely different from the CGB and RGO cells that show
distinct distorted shapes at a high scan rate. To make a close
comparison among the three cells, CVs at low scan rate (10 mV/
s) and high scan rate (1000 mV/s) are shown in Figure 4d and e,
respectively. At a low scan rate, CVs from all cells have a nearly
rectangular shape, indicating good capacitor characteristics
(Figure 4d). However, by carefully viewing the transition parts
connecting the reverse sweeps at around 0 and 0.9 V potentials, it
was found that the slopes of ΔI/ΔV of the p-CNTn/CGB cell is
larger than those of the RGO and the CGBs, which indicates
better charge/discharge-rate responses of the p-CNTn/CGB cell
to the applied potential.44 This trend becomes more significant
when the scan rate increases, as shown in Figure 4e; the shapes of
the CVs for RGO and CGBs are greatly distorted when the scan
rate reaches 1000 mV/s. As a comparison, with an increase in
scan rate, the p-CNTn/CGB cell still maintained a well
rectangular shape of the CV curve. All of these results
demonstrated that the p-CNTn/CGB cell possessed a better

Figure 5. (a) Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves of the p-CNTn/CGB cell under different discharge current densities. The current density was
calculated based on the mass of a single electrode. (b) Magnified portion at the initiation of the discharge in galvanostatic charge/discharge plots for the
p-CNTn/CGB cell at different discharge current densities. (c) The IR drop plots of the p-CNTn/CGB, CGB, and RGO cells at different discharge
current densities. (d) The dependences of the specific capacitances on discharge currents of the p-CNTn/CGB, CGB, and RGO cells. (e) Cycling
performance of the p-CNTn/CGB cell tested at a current density of 3.25 A/g. (f) Ragone chart of the p-CNTn/CGB, CGB, and RGO cells.
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rate performance. The specific capacitance of single electrode of
the cells was calculated based on the scan rates and response
currents in the CV curves (Supporting Information, capacitor
performance calculations). As shown in Figure 4f, the p-CNTn/
CGB cell shows a specific capacitance of 162.3 F/g at 10 mV/s,
which decreased to 106.1 F/g (34.7% decrease) when the scan
rate increased to 1000 mV/s. In contrast, the specific
capacitances of the CGBs and the RGO sheets showed much
larger decreases of 59.0% (from 133.9 F/g to 54.9 F/g) and
74.9% (from 94.6 F/g to 23.8 F/g) when the scan rate increased
from 10 mV/s to 1000 mV/s, respectively. The results from the
CV tests have further proved that by using a porous CNT
network as the conducting channel between the CGBs and the
current collector, both the specific capacitance and the rate
capabilities of the supercapacitor are greatly improved.
A galvanostatic current charge/discharge test was also used to

evaluate the supercapacitor performance of the cells. Figure 5a
shows the typical charge/discharge curves of the supercapacitor
based on p-CNTn/CGBs with the current density range 0.325−
65 A/g. The charge/discharge curves displayed an isosceles
triangle shape without plateaus, indicating the electrochemical
double-layer capacitance behavior of the p-CNTn/CGB. The
charge/discharge curves of the RGO and CGB cells also showed
similar isosceles triangle shapes, but with a decreased discharge
time at similar current densities (Supporting Information, Figure
S3), demonstrating a higher capacity achieved in p-CNTn/CGB
cell. Figure 5b shows the magnified galvanostatic charge/
discharge plots in the high-potential range (0.8−0.9 V) for the
p-CNTn/CGB cell at different current densities. Small voltage
(IR) drops for all discharge curves are found, which arise from the
intrinsic internal resistance of the supercapacitor. The IR drops
were plotted with different current densities to compare the IR
drops among the p-CNTn/CGB, CGB, and RGO cells, as shown
in Figure 5c. It was found that the IR drops of the p-CNTn/CGB
cell were much smaller than those of the CGB and RGO cells and
this trend was more significant at higher current densities. The
slopes of the linear fitting lines, representing the constant internal
resistance of the supercapacitor, indicate that the p-CNTn/CGB
cell had much smaller internal resistance than the CGB and RGO
cells. Such significantly reduced IR drop/internal resistance can
be attributed to the CNT-bridged high-quality contact at the
interface of the active materials and the current collector.
The specific capacitance of single electrode of the cells was

calculated from galvanostatic discharge curves as shown in Figure
5d. The specific capacitances were similar to those calculated
from the CV tests and decreased with the increasing discharge
current densities. As expected, the specific capacitance of the p-
CNTn/CGB cell showed much less decrease at a high discharge
current density. As shown in Figure 5d, the specific capacitance of
the p-CNTn/CGB cell decreased 52.1% from 202.0 F/g to 96.7
F/g when the current density increased from 0.325 to 65 A/g,
while the specific capacitances of the CGB and RGO cells
decreased 80.9% from 176.4 F/g to 33.7 F/g and 81.2% from
135.6 F/g to 25.5 F/g, respectively, when the current density
increased for two hundred times. The results from the
galvanostatic current charge/discharge tests are in accordance
with the CV results and further confirm that the p-CNTn/CGB
hybrids had higher rate capabilities than the RGO and CGBs.
The cycling properties of the p-CNTn/CGB capacitor were
studied by charging and discharging the device with a constant
current density of 3.25 A/g. The capacitance retention results
(Figure 5e) show that the specific capacitance of the p-CNTn/
CGB capacitor retained the initial capacitance value even after

10 000 cycles with small fluctuations in the range from 97.4 to
107.7%. The fluctuations are believed coming from the relative
large charge/discharge current density, and become much
smaller after 7500 cycles (∼2.6%). The cycling test results
suggest that the p-CNTn/CGBs are mechanically and chemically
stable as active materials in supercapacitors.
The Ragone plots shown in Figure 5f further demonstrate the

excellent rate performance of the p-CNTn/CGB cell with high
energy and power densities. The p-CNTn/CGB cell showed a
reasonable energy density of 4.9 Wh/kg at a power density of
0.15 kW/kg and remained at 2.7 Wh/kg at a high power density
of 14.6 kW/kg. This energy density is comparable to
commercially available carbon/carbon devices from several
companies, 1.1 to 9.2 Wh/kg with a powder density of 0.15 to
2 kW/kg, and also prototype devices using activated carbon, 4.2
to 5.3 Wh/kg with a power density of 0.9 to 8.3 kW/kg.45 The
maximum energy density value of the p-CNTn/CGB cell (4.9
Wh/kg) is higher than that of the CGB (4.3 Wh/kg) and RGO
(3.4 Wh/kg); the p-CNTn/CGB cell shows a better energy
density retention at higher discharge current densities, indicating
improved rate performance. The relatively low energy density,
compared to previously reported graphene-based aqueous
supercapacitors, for example, activated porous graphene-based
supercapacitor,14 is due to the relatively low specific surface area
(260 m2/g compared to 3100 m2/g) of our materials. However,
the CGB was produced from untreated GO. Therefore, by using
GO of higher specific surface area, for example, microwave-
exfoliated GO, and proper activation method, for example,
activation with KOH, the specific surface area of CGB could be
enhanced and an increase in the energy density of our materials is
expected.
For the reliable and accurate evaluation of the capacitor

performance and to study the impact from the loading of the
active materials to the capacitor performance, p-CNTn/CGB
cells with different loadings (0.15 to 1.3 mg or 0.13 to 1.15 mg/
cm2) of active materials on each electrode were prepared and
tested by galvanostatic charge/discharge measurements. The
specific capacitances of the cells with different loadings and
discharge current densities were plotted in the Supporting
Information, Figure S4a. From the plots of the specific
capacitance versus the mass of active materials under different
discharge currents, it was found that the cell specific capacitance
decreased with the increase of the mass of active materials and
the decrease in the capacitance was more significant under higher
discharge currents. For instance, the capacitance of the cell
decreased from 202.0 to 198.1 F/g (discharge current: 0.325 A/
g) and from 140.7 to 125.6 A/g (discharge current: 3.25 A/g)
when the loading increased from 0.13 to 1.15 mg/cm2. This is
consistent with previous reports32,46,47 and is because the
increased material layer thickness will increase the ion and
electron transport distance/resistance and thus decrease the
specific capacitance of the cell. Compared with previous reports,
the capacitance retention of the p-CNTn/CGB cells is very high
(89.3 to 98.1%) when the loading mass increases for almost night
times. The high retentions of specific capacitance respect to
increased loadings indicate that the 3D porous structure of the
hybrids facilitates the mass and electron transport, which is an
unique property and advantage of CGB-based capacitors.32 The
results of the cells with higher loadings further prove that our
hybrids could potentially solve the problem of the graphene sheet
restacking leaded performance loss with increased loading of the
active materials.
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The specific area/volume capacitance is also important for the
practical application of powdery electrode materials in super-
capacitors. Figures S4b and c (Supporting Information) show the
calculated specific area capacitance of single electrode of the p-
CNTn/CGB cells with different loadings and the comparison of
specific area capacitances of the p-CNTn/CGB, CGB, and RGO
cells. Based on the results, the specific area capacitance of the p-
CNTn/CGB cells are in the range 0.02−0.23 F/cm2 with various
loadings and discharge currents, which are comparable to
previously reported CNT and graphene-based supercapaci-
tors.48−50 Because the specific area capacitance was calculated
with unit surface area, with a higher active material loading on
unit area of the electrode, the capacitance of the cell was higher,
which was found in this study and previous report.50 By
comparing the specific area capacitances of the p-CNTn/CGB,
CGB, and RGO cells under different discharge current densities,
similar to the specific mass capacitance, the p-CNTn/CGB
hybrids showed higher rate capabilities than the RGO and the
CGBs. The specific volume capacitance of the p-CNTn/CGB
cells was also calculated based on the galvanostatic current
charge/discharge tests and the volume of the Ni foam
(Supporting Information, Figure S4d). The specific volume
capacitance of the p-CNTn/CGB cells were in the range 0.81−
9.59 F/cm3 with various loadings and discharge currents and
increased with the increase of loading and decrease of charge/
discharge current.
Free-standing carbon structures, for example, graphene/CNT

foams, graphene/CNT papers, etc., have shown their advantages
in the supercapacitors as these nanostructures have high
conductivity and could work as the current collector themselves.
However, due to the 2D nature of the graphene sheet, graphene
can easily restack to form lamellar microstructures, which is the
typical structure in the free-standing carbon foams or films. As
demonstrated, the formation of porous CNT-networks on the
aggregation-resistant CGB structure is favorable for super-
capacitor applications, because such unique architecture is of
great benefit for smooth charge transfer that leads to low contact
resistance and high utilization efficiency, as well as facilitating
mass transport of ions and electrolyte, which finally give rise to
significantly improved rate capability. So compared with free-
standing carbon structures, our material represented a method to
improve the rate capability of the nanocarbon-based super-
capacitors and resolved restacking issues in the graphene/CNT-
based free-standing carbon structures. To further study the
function of the p-CNTn in the p-CNTn/CGB cell, we have also
fabricated p-CNTn/CGB with larger CNTs (LCNT/CGB) of
100 nm in diameter and 2−10 μm in length. The capacitor
performance of the LCNT/CGB cell was also investigated by CV
and galvanostatic charge/discharge tests (Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S5). The CV of the LCNT/CGB cell had a similar
shape to that of the p-CNTn/CGB cell. Based on the
galvanostatic charge/discharge test, the LCNT/CGB cell also
had much better rate capability (47% capacitance retention with
two orders of magnitude increase in the discharge current
density) than supercapacitor cells fabricated with RGO and
CGBs. The results from LCNT/CGB cells further confirm the
function of CNT-networks in enhancing the specific capacitance
and the rate capability of CGB-based supercapacitors and the
critical role of contact in designing high-performance super-
capacitors.

■ CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we reported a 3D carbon-based architecture, that
is, porous CNT-networks decorated CGBs, as promising
electrode material in supercapacitors. The 3D CGB, with a
high specific surface area, microsphere morphology, and
aggregation-resistant nature, leads to a high specific capacitance
and stability in supercapacitors. The CNT porous networks
facilitated mass transport and decreased the contact resistance
between the CGBs and that between CGBs and the current
collector, significantly improving the rate capability of super-
capacitors. The p-CNTn/CGB cell showed a better performance
than the graphene/CGB hybrids with physically mixed CGBs
and graphene,32 and its performance was also among the best
reported graphene-based supercapacitors14,37,41,51−58 (Support-
ing Information, Table S1). Notably, the p-CNTn/CGB
supercapacitor performance could be further optimized by
removing the residual iron, fine-tuning the size and loading of the
CNTs, and increasing the reduction level of the CGBs. The as-
designed p-CNTn/CGB structure represents a new type of
carbon nanoarchitecture with a unique morphology and should
be attractive for many energy device applications, for example, Li-
ion batteries and fuel cells, relying on its unique structure and
excellent properties.

■ METHODS
Synthesis of p-CNTn/CGB Hybrids. The p-CNTn/CGB hybrids

were synthesized through two steps. In the first step, CGB/Fe3O4
hybrids were produced by a previously reported aerosolization/high-
temperature-induced GO crumpling and nanocrystal growthmethod. In
a typical procedure, FeCl3 (2 mM) was added into the GO suspension
(0.2 mg/mL) as the precursor for the growth of Fe3O4 nanocrystals. The
mixed solution was nebulized by an ultrasonic nebulizer (2.4 MHz,
241T, Sonaer) to form aerosol particles, which were carried by argon gas
through a horizontal tube furnace preheated at a desired temperature
(750 °C). The GO sheets were quickly dried and crumpled into a 3D
ball shape during flight in the tube furnace; the precursor Fe3+ ions led to
the formation of Fe3O4 nanocrystals on the surface of CGB sheets. A
schematic illustration of the experimental setup is shown in the
Supporting Information, Figure S1. CNTs were grown on the CGB
surface through a CVD method with Fe as the catalyst. The typical
growth process included a thermal annealing of the CGB/Fe3O4 hybrids
in a mixed Ar andH2 (flow rate 3:2) atmosphere at 700 °C for 3 min and
then in an H2 and C2H2 (flow rate 5:1) atmosphere for 1 min. The RGO
sample was prepared by thermal reduction of the GO sheets in Ar
atmosphere at 300 °C for 1 h.

Structure Characterization. A Hitachi (H9000 NAR) trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM) and a Hitachi (S-4800) scanning
electron microscope (SEM) were used to characterize the structure of
the prepared CGB, CGB/Fe3O4, and p-CNTn/CGB samples. X-ray
diffraction was performed on a Scintag XDS 2000 X-ray powder
diffractometer with monochromatized Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å).
Raman spectroscopy was conducted with a Renishaw Raman micro-
scope. N2 adsorption-desorption measurements were carried out at 77 K
using a Quantachrome Autosorb gas-sorption system.

Supercapacitor Measurements. For the supercapacitor tests, p-
CNTn/CGB, CGB, and RGO-based supercapacitors were fabricated in
a two-electrode system with a layered structure, and all the components
were sandwiched into a coil cell device. The active materials were
deposited on two pieces of Ni foam with a diameter of 1.2 cm and
thickness of∼0.24mm (after compression) with polyvinylidene fluoride
(PVDF, 5%) as the binder, which were separated by a porous PVDF
membrane in a 6 M KOH aqueous electrolyte solution. The
electrochemical performance of the supercapacitors was tested by cyclic
voltammetry, galvanostatic charge/discharge, and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy on a CHI 600 electrochemical workstation
(CHI Inc., U.S.A.) and a Land Battery Tester at room temperature.
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